Cosmic ray spikes are especially problematic for hyperspectral imaging because of the large number of spikes often present and their negative effects upon subsequent chemometric analysis. Fortunately, while the large number of spectra acquired in a hyperspectral imaging data set increases the probability and number of cosmic spikes observed, the multitude of spectra can also aid in the effective recognition and removal of the cosmic spikes. Zhang and Ben-Amotz were perhaps the first to leverage the additional spatial dimension of hyperspectral data matrices (DM). They integrated principal component analysis (PCA) into the upper bound spectrum method (UBS), resulting in a hybrid method (UBS-DM) for hyperspectral images. Here, we expand upon their use of PCA, recognizing that principal components primarily present in only a few pixels most likely correspond to cosmic spikes. Eliminating the contribution of those principal components in those pixels improves the cosmic spike removal. Both simulated and experimental hyperspectral Raman image data sets are used to test the newly developed UBS-DM-hyperspectral (UBS-DM-HS) method which extends the UBS-DM method by leveraging characteristics of hyperspectral data sets. A comparison is provided between the performance of the UBS-DM-HS method and other methods suitable for despiking hyperspectral images, evaluating both their ability to remove cosmic ray spikes and the extent to which they introduce spectral bias.
Introduction
Cosmic ray events occur when high energy (gigaelectronvolt) particles impact the earth's atmosphere, creating an avalanche of secondary particles. If the corresponding shower of ionizing radiation intersects a spectroscopic detection element, a large positive cosmic ray spike will be recorded at those pixels. Both charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensors are vulnerable to cosmic rays. [1] [2] [3] While the frequency of cosmic rays depends upon the altitude, latitude, and cross-section of the pixel, 1 for typical spectroscopic detectors the rate of cosmic ray spikes is often reported to be roughly on the order of 10 À7 s À1 /pixel. 4, 5 Shielding against cosmic rays is not practical, as totally protecting detectors requires 20 m of concrete. 1 Cosmic ray spikes vary substantially in intensity and morphology, 6 and many cosmic ray spikes affect multiple adjacent pixels on the detector. [7] [8] [9] [10] Depending upon the angle of incidence of the cosmic ray relative to the detector, the cosmic ray may affect adjacent spectra which are acquired simultaneously 7, 9 or cause broader cosmic ray spikes spanning several pixels. 7, 8 Experimental Raman spectra are known to sometimes exhibit cosmic ray spikes with a spectral bandwidth of more than 10 pixels. 7 Cosmic rays also contaminate astronomical images, where the resulting cosmic ray objects can be effectively simulated as Gaussian profiles with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in the range of 0-10 pixels. 11 A study using radioactive gamma ray sources to generate simulated cosmic rays found that roughly 30-50% of cosmic rays caused spikes in multiple pixels and approximately 7-12% of cosmic rays caused spikes in ten or more pixels, regardless Bioenergy and Defense Technologies, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM of the angle of the detector relative to the source beam. 3 Additionally, software supplied with some spectrometers applies an apodization that can increase the bandwidth of the spikes to 30 pixels, 12 or blooming can occur when a cosmic ray spike saturates the detector pixel. Finally, while rare, two cosmic ray spikes can occur adjacent to each other, effectively creating one broader spike.
Cosmic ray spikes are particularly problematic for hyperspectral imaging. In comparison to traditional spectroscopy, hyperspectral imaging generally requires the acquisition of a large number of spectra of low signal-to-noise (S/N) samples and acquisition times can vary from milliseconds to minutes. Both the large number of samples and the longer acquisition times provide more opportunities for cosmic ray events. Additionally, hyperspectral imaging is frequently followed by chemometric analysis of the data, attempting to extract the component spectra and concentrations from the sample. 13 Unfortunately, the presence of cosmic ray spikes can result in very low cross-correlation coefficients between otherwise similar spectra and skew the eigenvectors of the spectral matrix, complicating chemometric analysis. 10 Factor analytic chemometric approaches, including principal component analysis (PCA) and self-modeling curve resolution are particularly challenged by the presence of cosmic ray spikes. 14 While both hyperspectral Raman and hyperspectral fluorescence imaging are prone to interference from cosmic rays, cosmic ray spikes are harder to remove from Raman spectra than fluorescence spectra. Cosmic ray spike removal (despiking) algorithms applied to individual spectra are generally limited in operation to cases where the cosmic ray spikes are narrower in bandwidth than the spectral peaks. 15, 16 Cosmic ray spikes typically exhibit quite narrow bandwidths, 1, 2 where the peaks in the fluorescence spectra are much broader than the cosmic ray spikes. In such cases, even simple signal processing can distinguish the fluorescence signals from the cosmic ray spikes. In contrast, Raman spectral peaks can be quite sharp and, depending upon the resolution of the Raman instrument, cosmic ray spikes and Raman signals often have comparable bandwidths.
Over the years, a variety of despiking algorithms have been developed, which can generally be broken down into four categories: single-spectrum, multiple-acquisition, spatiotemporal oversampling, and hyperspectral data matrix methods. In addition, a related class of algorithms exist which simply determine the presence or absence of cosmic ray spikes in each spectrum, which we will categorize as detection-only methods. The various categories of algorithms arose, in part, due to the different experimental constraints imposed. Here, we are interested in cosmic ray spike removal from hyperspectral Raman and fluorescence images of living cells and tissues, limiting which categories and despiking algorithms can be applied.
Detection-only approaches 17, 18 do not attempt to determine which portions of the spectrum are contaminated by cosmic ray spikes. Instead, these algorithms simply attempt to determine whether a given spectrum is contaminated by cosmic rays and spectra determined to be contaminated can then either be discarded or replaced by adjacent spectra. Detecting and eliminating suspect spectra makes sense when a small fraction of the spectra can be discarded without affecting the analysis. For example, if the desire is simply to determine the underlying spectral components within the sample, eliminating 0.01% of the spectra is acceptable as long as the remaining spectra include the full range of spectral components. 19 Often, however, discarding spectra is impractical. In particular, performing Raman imaging on samples requiring longer integration times and/or over a larger detector area results in a larger fraction of spectra contaminated with cosmic ray spikes, such that sometimes >1% of spectra are contaminated (see the data presented later in Figure 6a ). Additionally, when imaging sub-cellular components, images often contain a high degree of heterogeneity and the features of interest may be present in only a small fraction of the pixels. If some of those pixels are discarded, the population statistics can suffer substantial distortion.
The first category of cosmic ray despiking algorithms corresponds to single-spectrum algorithms. These algorithms perform signal processing on individual spectra, attempting to distinguish spikes from legitimate signals. Single spectrum algorithms include median filtering-detecting outliers compared to a smoothed spectrum 15, 20 -and wavelet techniques. 16, 21 Lacking additional spectra from which the shape of the spectral components can be inferred, a general limitation of these algorithms is that the cosmic ray spikes must be narrower than the peaks in the signal. 15, 16 Since Raman spectra often exhibit sharp peaks with a bandwidth comparable to that of cosmic ray spikes, the corrected spectra after single-spectrum despiking can show undesirable spectral distortion including truncation of legitimate peaks misidentified as spikes. 16 Median filtering is particularly prone to spectral distortion. Despite this limitation, single-spectrum despiking algorithms remain relevant as sometimes only individual spectra are available. For this reason, two single-spectrum despiking algorithms are included in our supplementary comparisons: median-filtering and the algorithm by Katsumoto and Ozaki. 15 Median-filtering is included for comparison because it is well known and easily implemented. The Katsumoto-Ozaki algorithm was selected because while it is an advanced single-spectrum despiking algorithm; it is easy to implement and therefore attractive for many applications.
In contrast, multiple-acquisition despiking algorithms explicitly make use of multiple spectra, exploiting the randomness of cosmic rays. 4, 10, 22, 23 If multiple but otherwise identical spectra are acquired, the probability of a cosmic ray spike occurring at the same position in all spectra is presumed to be negligible if the cosmic rays are randomly distributed. While cosmic rays are randomly distributed overall, the probability of cosmic rays appearing in adjacent spectra which are taken simultaneously, such as in linescanning experiments, can be quite high. 3, 7 However, the probability of all spectra being contaminated at a given point can be reduced to negligible by increasing the number of spectra considered and/or requiring the use of spectra acquired at different times.
The necessary spectra can be acquired in two ways, either by performing multiple sequential acquisitions 4, 10 or by using a multi-channel detector. 22, 23 While multipleacquisition despiking algorithms often exhibit excellent performance, both approaches have drawbacks and are not always practical, especially for hyperspectral imaging of live cells. First, when working with dynamic samples, sequential acquisitions may not be spectrally identical simply due to the dynamic nature of the material in the acquisition volume of the objective. Additionally, acquiring multiple spectra at each spatial location increases the acquisition time required and degrades the maximum temporal resolution. Meanwhile, spreading the signal out across a multi-channel detector can require substantial changes to the optics, particularly for line-scan hyperspectral imaging systems which already use both camera dimensions. Finally, the samples of interest often have limited S/N and may be prone to photo-bleaching and/or photodegradation, limiting the total amount of signal which can be obtained. When dealing with limited signal, distributing signal out over multiple acquisitions results in a lower overall S/N ratio. Therefore, while multiple-acquisition despiking algorithms are frequently employed in commercial spectrometer systems, they are not necessarily practical for live-cell hyperspectral imaging. Due to this impracticality, no multiple-acquisition despiking algorithms were evaluated.
The third category of despiking algorithms, spatiotemporaloversampling, relaxes one of the constraints of the multiple-acquisition algorithms. Instead of requiring the multiple spectra to be virtually identical except for the presence of cosmic rays, spectra which are similar are sufficient, where the required degree of similarity varies between algorithms. Included within this category are nearest neighbor methods, where the sample is presumed to be spatially oversampled. 5, 7, 9, 24 In such cases, for every spectrum contaminated by a cosmic ray spike, there is presumed to exist an uncontaminated, highly correlated adjacent spectrum. Other algorithms have been developed with online or process monitoring in mind, in which case the process is presumed to be temporally oversampled. 8, 12, 25, 26 While at first spatial and temporal oversampling may appear quite different, from an algorithmic standpoint the two are quite similar. When considering hyperspectral imaging of living cells, spatial or temporal oversampling is rarely practical or desirable. As with the multiple acquisition methods, oversampling increases the total acquisition time required while reducing the S/N ratio.
The algorithm by Behrend et al. 5 was explicitly designed for analyzing hyperspectral data, as were several algorithms 7, 9, 24 similar to it. Among these, the algorithm by Zhang and Henson 7 appeared the most suitable and thus we evaluated it in our supplementary analysis. The other algorithms in this category appear to require a higher degree of similarity between adjacent spectra, a constraint not justified by live cell imaging data.
The final category of despiking algorithms, hyperspectral data matrix methods, leverages correlations between the large number of spectra available from hyperspectral imaging. 13, 27 In contrast to the prior multi-spectral algorithms, the requirement that any two spectra be similar is completely eliminated. Instead, the hyperspectral data matrix methods merely require that the same underlying spectra be present throughout the image. As a result, these methods are ideally suited for despiking of hyperspectral images, minimizing the imaging constraints and the need for excess acquisitions. The greatest factor limiting the application of hyperspectral data matrix methods is their need for large numbers of correlated spectra, where thousands of spectra are preferred. At present, this condition is readily satisfied for hyperspectral fluorescence live cell imaging, 28, 29 and is becoming increasingly easy to satisfy for Raman due to advances in detection speeds and fast, line-scan Raman systems. 30 The most notable hyperspectral data matrix method is the UBS-DM method, 13 which suppresses most cosmic ray spikes, particularly when multiple iterations are employed. While UBS-DM virtually eliminates narrow bandwidth cosmic ray spikes, cosmic ray spikes which spread across multiple pixels in a spectrum are often only partially suppressed, reducing their intensity but leaving spikes still significantly greater than the spectral noise. This limitation motivated our work extending the UBS-DM algorithm as substantial multiple-pixel spikes persisted in our experimental data even after applying UBS-DM. Very recently, another hyperspectral data matrix method, KPCARD, was developed for pharmaceutical process control. 27 The authors indicate that KPCARD requires that when PCA is applied to the data matrix, the resulting principal components separate cleanly into spectral and noise components. As this condition is rarely satisfied for the biological samples we are interested in, this algorithm was not selected for evaluation. In this paper, we develop a new hyperspectral data matrix method, UBS-DM-HS, which expands upon UBS-DM and addresses these limitations.
Source code for all the tested algorithms, including the newly developed UBS-DM-HS algorithm, is included in the supplementary material.
Theory

Overview of the Algorithm
The UBS-DM-HS algorithm is largely identical to the UBS-DM algorithm 13 with one important change, the addition of a step in the algorithm procedure. For a more detailed rationale explaining the original algorithm, please consult the UBS-DM paper. 13 In brief, the underlying concept of both algorithms is that PCA deconstructs the hyperspectral data matrix, D, into an orthonormal eigenvector matrix, V, and a set of scores, S. The entries in the score matrix S indicate how much each eigenvector in V contributes to a given spectrum in the hyperspectral data matrix D. The eigenvectors in V are ordered such that the first few eigenvectors represent most of the variance in D, where with ideal, noise-free data the set of eigenvectors with non-zero scores would be identical to the underlying set of spectra present in the sample. For experimental data, the presence of both noise and cosmic ray spikes increases the number of eigenvectors necessary to model the data well and may skew the eigenvectors relative to the ideal spectra.
Fortunately, the contributions of the spectral signal, cosmic ray spikes, and random noise vary in accordance with the relative eigenvalue weights. As a result, the eigenvectors can generally be divided into three groups, although the separation is imperfect. Generally, the largest eigenvalues correspond to legitimate spectral components (group I). While cosmic ray spikes may be the most intense features in an individual spectrum, the location of spikes is not correlated across the spectra whereas the legitimate signal is. Therefore, the eigenvalues associated with cosmic ray spikes (group II) are generally weaker since eigenvalues represent the influence of an eigenvector in the image as a whole. Of course, many eigenvectors in group II will have a mix of contributions from cosmic ray spikes and real spectral components. Finally, the third group of eigenvectors is unlikely to contain significant signal, consisting mainly of random noise and weaker cosmic ray spikes.
Once the eigenvectors are separated into the three groups, appropriate processing schemes can be applied to each group. To begin with, the eigenvectors in group III are simply discarded since these eigenvectors are dominated by noise and contain minimal legitimate spectral information. While the group II eigenvectors may contain some legitimate spectral information, sharp spectral features were most likely assigned to group I. Therefore, median filtering the eigenvectors in group II suppresses the cosmic ray spikes but is expected to have minimal effect upon the true signal. Meanwhile, the eigenvectors in group I receive no further processing in the UBS-DM method as altering these critical eigenvectors runs the risk of introducing spectral distortion. Finally, reconstructed spectra are generated using the remaining eigenvectors and scores. The original spectra are compared to the reconstructed spectra using the UBS method. 10 By not altering the most critical spectral eigenvectors and employing the UBS method, the UBS-DM algorithm minimizes the introduction of spectral distortion. 13 The UBS-DM algorithm also does an excellent job of suppressing stereotypical cosmic ray spikes where a sharp spike occurs at a single spectral pixel.
Unfortunately, the UBS-DM method can be less effective at filtering broader cosmic ray spikes which span multiple pixels. Generally, eigenvectors dominated by cosmic ray spikes (spike eigenvectors) will not be assigned to group I. If a spike eigenvector were assigned to group I, no further processing is performed on the eigenvector so that cosmic ray spike would not be suppressed. In most cases, spike eigenvectors either have lower eigenvalues (group IIb) or the majority of their contribution to the hyperspectral image is in a few spectra (group IIa). However, the median filtering applied to the eigenvectors in group II is only effective at eliminating cosmic ray spikes contributing substantially to fewer than three spectral pixels (group IIa -7-pixel median filter) or four spectral pixels (group IIb -5-pixel median filter). Therefore, if a spike eigenvector is assigned to group II, broad cosmic ray spikes will not be eliminated.
The UBS-DM-HS algorithm extends the UBS-DM algorithm, further employing correlations across the hyperspectral data matrix to detect and eliminate cosmic ray spikes, particularly broader ones. Eigenvectors corresponding to legitimate spectral components are expected to contribute substantially to numerous spectra throughout the image whereas spike eigenvectors generally contribute substantially to only a few pixels. Therefore, any eigenvectors which contribute significantly to only a few spectra are identified as spike eigenvectors, similar to the fashion that group IIa eigenvectors were differentiated from group I eigenvectors. While intuitively it might make sense to simply discard such eigenvectors, in practice doing so results in undesirable spectral distortion. While the spike eigenvectors only contribute significantly to a few spectra, they frequently contribute minor amounts to many other spectra, helping to represent the low S/N components and noise in the spectra. If any individual spectrum is considered, eliminating the eigenvector will not be seen to significantly perturb the spectrum. However, when the image as a whole is considered, wholesale elimination of a spike eigenvector can result in a negative spectral distortion at that point which would affect subsequent chemometric analysis. Instead of discarding the spike eigenvectors, the UBS-DM-HS algorithm sets the contribution of spike eigenvectors to zero for the limited number of spectra where that eigenvector contributes substantially. In contrast to the UBS-DM method, this step does not rely on a spectral bandwidth dependent median filtering step. Instead, this step of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm depends solely upon correlations across the hyperspectral data matrix and as a result is capable of suppressing broad cosmic ray spikes that the UBS-DM method cannot.
Algorithm Procedure
The notation used is the same as in the UBS-DM paper 13 (except uppercase bold vectors have been converted to lowercase bold to conform to publication guidelines). The UBS-DM-HS algorithm can be broken down into 13 steps, where the primary difference between the UBS-DM algorithm and the UBS-DM-HS algorithm is the addition of step 10. While the two algorithms are otherwise virtually equivalent, the enumeration of steps differs between the algorithms. For instance, a single step of the UBS-DM algorithm may be multiple discreet steps here for greater clarity. Source code for the UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS algorithms is included in the supplementary material.
The UBS-DM algorithm requires four input variables, all shared by UBS-DM-HS. D spike is the hyperspectral data to be processed and should be arranged as a data matrix D(m, n) of m spectra, each of which was measured at n wavelengths. For the first iteration, the original data matrix D spike will also serve as the input data matrix D in . The readout noise level s is generally part of the specifications of the detector. Another input, the approximate number of spectral components, is generally known at least approximately. This input is used to determine an upper limit to the number of spectra which can be assigned to group I, where the limit is set to ten times the expected number of true spectra. In practice, fewer spectra than this limit are typically employed since addition of spectra to group I also terminates when the included spectra model a sufficient fraction of the data. As a result, an estimated value is sufficient since altering this parameter generally has little or no effect on the algorithms. The final shared input, the optimum number of iterations, may not be known a priori. However, the algorithms can simply be run until the results change negligibly between iterations, as was done in this paper. Here, after each iteration of the algorithms, the correlation coefficient is calculated between each input spectrum and its corresponding output spectrum. If the mean of these correlation coefficients is greater than 0.999999, no further iterations are done since virtually no changes are occurring between iterations.
The UBS-DM-HS algorithm requires one additional variable, a threshold t, relating to the maximum percentage that any single spectrum is allowed to contribute to a given eigenvalue. The threshold t can take on any value between 0 and 1, where t ¼ 1 effectively eliminates the threshold, rendering the UBS-DM-HS algorithm equivalent to UBS-DM. A reasonable value for t can be estimated based upon the expected distribution of the spectral components throughout the image. For each spectral component, determine the maximum amount of that component expected in one spectrum relative to the total amount of that component expected throughout the image. The threshold t should be greater than the value of this ratio for any component. In this paper, t was set as 10 divided by the number of spectra analyzed.
Each iteration of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm consists of 13 steps, where the UBS-DM algorithm involves either eliminating step 10 or setting t ¼ 1. The steps are:
1. Set the maximum number of group I eigenvectors, c, to be ten times the number of suspected components in the sample. 2. Perform principal component analysis by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) to the data matrix D in .
Compute the score matrix S.
Construct a vector of eigenvalues, e, by extracting the diagonal of the diagonal matrix D and squaring each element.
Compute a vector, f, of cosmic spike probability factors. (b) For each eigenvector in V I,II *, determine whether any given spectrum in D in contributes an excessive fraction of either the total positive or negative contribution. If it does, set the contribution of the score for that combination of spectrum and eigenvector to be zero.
Generate the reconstructed hyperspectral data matrix D R using the group I and II eigenvectors and the corresponding scores.
12. Construct the upper bound spectrum data matrix D UBS , accounting for the noise variance due to the Poisson noise and the readout noise s.
except where a cosmic ray spike is identified in the (i,j)th element. Any element D spike i,j of the original data matrix which is greater than the corresponding element D UBS i,j in the upper bound spectrum data matrix is classified as a spike. Therefore,
The outlined procedure (steps 1-13) implements a single iteration of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm (or the UBS-DM algorithm if t ¼ 1). More complete elimination of the cosmic ray spikes can be achieved by applying multiple iterations. 13 In order to perform multiple iterations, all steps of the algorithm are repeated using the decontaminated hyperspectral data matrix D DC as the new input D in . However, the original hyperspectral data matrix D spike continues to be used in step 13.
Practical Implementation Considerations
While a single iteration of either the UBS-DM or the UBS-DM-HS algorithm will reduce the number and magnitude of the cosmic ray spikes, multiple iterations are recommended 13 as each algorithm approaches a final, stable result. While the original paper suggested three iterations of the UBS-DM algorithm was generally sufficient, 13 the ideal number of iterations was found to vary between images. In particular, for the simulated data sets, more iterations were generally found to be desirable, most likely due to the higher rate of cosmic ray spikes in the simulations. Therefore, after each iteration of the UBS-DM-HS and UBS-DM algorithms, the correlation coefficient was calculated between each input spectrum and its corresponding output spectrum. Iterations were stopped once the mean of these correlation coefficients was within 1 part in 1 million of 1.
Experimental
Simulated Data
In order to create realistic simulated hyperspectral data sets, linear superpositions of cellulose, sucrose, and xanthan reference Raman spectra 31 were generated, excluding Raman shifts of less than 100 cm À1 (See Supplementary Figure S5 ). For each simulated spectrum, the concentration of each of the spectral components was randomly determined from a uniform random distribution. The maximum number of photon counts totaled across the spectrum was 5000 for cellulose, 3000 for sucrose, and 1000 for Xanthan. Poisson shot noise and Gaussian readout noise (with a standard deviation of five counts) were then added to each noise-free spectrum in order to generate image data with realistic noise.
To investigate the effect the shape of the cosmic ray spike has on the performance of the algorithms, two simulations were generated that differed only in the shape of the cosmic ray spikes. The first employed stereotypical cosmic ray spikes, where each spike affected only a single spectral position. In contrast, the second simulation convolved the spectral profile of each cosmic ray spike with a Gaussian kernel, reflecting the fact that many cosmic ray spikes have been experimentally shown to span multiple pixels and can be modeled by a Gaussian profile. The specific kernel employed ([.13 .37 .37 .13]) consisted of a Gaussian with a width 1 cm À1 centered at the middle of the 4-pixel kernel, spreading each cosmic ray spike over four adjacent pixels. Since the first simulation corresponds to a delta-function kernel (point spikes) and the second to a Gaussian kernel, for brevity the simulations are referred to as the point-spike simulation and Gaussian simulation. For each simulation, a total of 4096 spectra were generated.
The positions (both spatially and spectrally) and intensities of the cosmic ray spikes were randomly generated. The total intensity (across all wavelengths) of each cosmic ray spike was determined randomly from an exponential distribution with a mean value of 5000 photon counts. The probability of a spike occurring at any given position in a spectrum was 1 in 5000. Therefore, the rate of cosmic ray spikes in the simulation was approximately three orders of magnitude higher than typically observed experimentally. The higher rate of cosmic ray spikes was chosen for several reasons. First, the higher rate of cosmic ray spikes increased the frequency of spikes occurring in close proximity, a situation known to be challenging for some despiking algorithms. Second, the desire was to evaluate the algorithms' performance under worst-case scenario conditions. Finally, as an added benefit, by increasing the incidence of cosmic ray spikes per spectra, smaller simulations could be employed, reducing the computational time required.
Actual data
Mouse P388 cells were cultured with 5% CO 2 at 37 C in DMEM with 5% FBS on #1.5 coverslips. After the media was removed and the cells were rinsed in HBBS, the coverslip was inverted and sealed to a glass slide with an in situ frame (ThermoFisher Scientific) with 25 mL HBSS. Hyperspectral Raman microscopy was performed on a WiTec Alpha 300 R confocal Raman microscope equipped with a UHTS300 spectrometer (grating 600 g/mm blazed at 500 nm). In this arrangement, the spectral response is 3 cm À1 per pixel. Improved spectral resolution is obtained by fitting the discrete per-pixel data to a continuous Voigt distribution. Employing peak fitting reduces the uncertainty associated with specifying a peak position and increases the spectral accuracy to AE1 wavenumber. The sample was excited with 3 mW of power from a 532 nm laser using a 50X 0.55 NA objective producing an approximately diffraction-limited spot. A 36 Â 36 point image was generated with a 0.5 mm step size and an integration time of 2 s/point using an Andor DU970 EMCCD camera. The detector was run at À88 C in conventional CCD mode (16-bit) with a preamplifier gain of one and full vertical binning.
Algorithm settings
Except when testing the dependence of the algorithms upon their input arguments, both the UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS algorithms were run using a value of 3 for the number of suspected spectral components in the sample. A readout noise value of s ¼ 5 was used throughout, matching the value used when simulating the readout noise. Except when testing the dependence of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm upon t, the threshold t was set as 10 divided by the number of spectra in the data set. Three additional algorithms (median-filtering, Zhang-Henson, and Katsumoto-Ozaki) are evaluated in the Supplemental Material. Details of the settings for those algorithms are provided there.
Results and Discussion
The performance of the algorithms was evaluated using simulated data for which the ground truth is known. For each simulation, we have not only the hyperspectral image contaminated with cosmic ray spikes (spiky image), but also the image containing noise but without added cosmic ray spikes (noisy image) and the image as it would appear in the absence of any readout or shot noise (noisefree image). The objective when despiking is simply to remove the cosmic ray spikes, recovering the noisy image from the spiky image. Smoothing or any other operation which disturbs the underlying noise profile is undesirable as it can complicate subsequent chemometric analysis. 32 Therefore, applying each algorithm to the spiky image results in a recovered image for that algorithm, ideally identical to the noisy image. The simulated data were analyzed by subdividing the simulated data into four separate images of 1024 pixels each to allow the standard deviation to be computed. Each algorithm was then run on each of the four images and the values of the metrics determined for each image. Both the mean value and the standard deviation of each metric were then determined.
As would be expected from the algorithm design, while UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS exhibit comparable performance for point spikes, UBS-DM-HS is much better at suppressing Gaussian spikes (Figure 1) . The underlying rationale is that UBS-DM can eliminate point-spikes which are associated with group II or group III, but can only eliminate larger bandwidth spikes when they are assigned to group III. Any spike which has a bandwidth of greater than two pixels (group IIa) or three pixels (group IIb) will only be truncated, not eliminated, when group II is median-filtered (step 9). Successive rounds of median-filtering with the same filter will not truncate them further. Unfortunately, no matter how many iterations are run, the total number of eigenvectors in groups I and II will generally be at least the number of real spectral components (group I) plus 40 (step 7). At least some of the 40-plus eigenvectors in group II can be expected to correspond to one or more partially truncated cosmic ray spikes which will never be eliminated by UBS-DM. In contrast, UBS-DM-HS has an alternate mechanism to eliminate cosmic ray spikes of any shape, step 10, which applies to all eigenvectors regardless of group. As long as the cosmic ray spikes do not appear disproportionately at a single spectral position, the corresponding eigenvector will have significant weight for only a few spectra. This additional step allows UBS-DM-HS to recognize and eliminate cosmic ray spikes of any bandwidth.
Where the residual intensity (Figure 1 ) serves as a measure of how effectively the algorithms suppress (or eliminate) cosmic ray spikes, the absolute deviation ( Figure 2 ) serves as a measure of how much bias each algorithm introduces. The average deviation is calculated by first subtracting the ideal result (the noisy image) from the result for each algorithm to obtain the residuals (shown in Figure 1 ). Next, the average deviation is determined by averaging the residuals for all the spectra in a manner that keeps cosmic ray spikes from contributing. Specifically, although the cosmic ray spikes were randomly distributed (both spatially and spectrally) in the simulations, we know where each simulated spike was placed. Therefore, when averaging the spectra, for each spectrum only the positions which were not contaminated with cosmic ray spikes were included in the average. See the Supplementary Information for a formal mathematical definition. As a result, the absolute deviation evaluates the amount of bias each algorithm introduces to the spectra, unaffected by any incompletely suppressed cosmic ray spikes.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , when applied to the point spike simulation UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS introduce similar, small amounts of negative bias. However, when applied to the Gaussian spike simulation UBS-DM introduces additional bias appearing as sharp, negative spikes which are not seen with UBS-DM-HS. The reason UBS-DM introduces this bias is that even when an eigenvector is predominantly associated with a cosmic ray spike, they frequently contribute minor amounts to many other spectra, helping to represent the noise in the spectra. Therefore, simply eliminating eigenvectors associated with cosmic ray spikes tends to introduce bias with a similar shape. Initially, the sign of the bias would be expected to vary from spectrum to spectrum. However, since the UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS algorithms have a tendency to truncate large, positive noise, after multiple iterations the net result would be primarily negative bias. For this reason, when designing UBS-DM-HS we chose not to completely eliminate eigenvectors identified as cosmic ray spikes in step 10, instead only eliminating them from the spectra where they contributed to cosmic ray spikes. Figure 3 effectively combines the information displayed in Figures 1 and 2 , providing quantitative measures of the despiking effectiveness (Figure 1 ) and the amount of bias introduced (Figure 2 ). Whereas Figures 1 and 2 showed only the final result for each algorithm, Figure 3 shows the performance after each iteration. The first metric, total residual spike counts, is designed to evaluate how effective each algorithm was at suppressing the cosmic ray spikes. The second metric, spectral bias, is designed to evaluate the extent of the systematic errors each algorithm introduces, biasing the spectral average. The first step in calculating both metrics is to calculate the residuals by subtracting the noisy image from the algorithm results. Next, the spiky image simulations were compared to the noisy image simulations to determine which elements of the hyperspectral data matrices contained spikes. The first metric, total residual spike counts, is evaluated only on those elements containing spikes while the second metric, spectral bias, only uses elements which do not contain spikes. The total residual spike count consists of the sum of the absolute value of the residuals for all locations containing simulated spikes. Meanwhile, the spectral bias is calculated by first determining the average deviation ( Figure 2) , then taking the sum of the absolute value of all elements of the average deviation (see the Supplemental Material for formal mathematical definitions). In the direction of the lower left corner of the plot represents ideal despiking algorithm performance, no residual spikes, and no bias. Figure 3 reveals that UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS perform comparably for single-point cosmic ray spikes. UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS require similar numbers of iterations to converge (11 and 12 iterations, respectively) and converge to nearly the same point (the differences cannot be declared statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level). Figure 3 also shows that neither UBS-DM nor UBS-DM-HS perform as well when despiking Gaussian cosmic ray spikes, but for this case UBS-DM-HS significantly outperforms UBS-DM (statistical significance determined using a t-test, where p ¼ 0.02 for spectral bias and p ¼ 0.002 for the total residual spike counts). Additionally, UBS-DM requires many more iterations to reach that result, requiring 105 iterations where UBS-DM-HS required only 22. Since the computational time per iteration is similar for UBS-DM-HS and UBS-DM, the two algorithms required comparable time for point spikes while UBS-DM-HS was significantly faster when multi-point spikes were included. Both algorithms were capable of processing thousands of spectra per minute, suitable for offline processing of hyperspectral data.
While UBS-DM-HS proved superior to UBS-DM at removing Gaussian spikes, neither algorithm was as effective for the broader spikes as for point spikes. To ensure this was a general limitation and not simply limited to these algorithms, three other algorithms (median-filtering, Katsumoto-Ozaki, and Zhang-Henson) were also evaluated (see supplementary material). All algorithms were selected for their ease of implementation, and source code for the algorithms is provided in the supplemental material. Collectively, Katsumoto-Ozaki, Zhang-Henson, and UBS-DM provide comparison to the state-of-the-art in three of the four categories of cosmic ray despiking algorithms. Our experimental conditions are not suitable for the final category, multiple-acquisition despiking algorithms. Our analysis (see Supplementary Figure S3 ) showed that all algorithms have more difficulty with broader cosmic ray spikes. Of these algorithms, only Zhang-Henson proved competitive with UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS. When multiple pure spectra were provided as inputs, Zhang-Henson proved nearly as effective as UBS-DM-HS at suppressing cosmic ray spikes while introducing less spectral bias. As such, the Zhang-Henson algorithm is an excellent choice when the pure spectra are known a priori, such as the pharmaceutical processing scenario for which it was designed. 7 However, when the intention is to perform exploratory chemometric analysis to determine the spectra, the pure spectra are not available as inputs rendering UBS-DM-HS more suitable. Figure 4 demonstrates the importance of despiking when intending to perform chemometric analysis. Scree plots (Figure 4a ) are commonly used after performing PCA during chemometric analysis. In the absence of despiking, it is difficult to accurately determine the number of spectral components in the sample. Since these simulations included three distinct spectra, ideally the first three eigenvalues should be large while the remaining eigenvalues should be much smaller (they would be zero in the absence of noise). The presence of cosmic ray spikes results in additional components that have similar eigenvalues to the third component. Despite the substantial reduction in Gaussian cosmic ray spikes provided by UBS-DM, the eigenvalues for the third and fourth components remain similar.
In contrast, UBS-DM-HS offers performance nearly indistinguishable from what would be seen for the noisy image. Table 1 reveals that when multivariate curve resolution (MCR) 33 is applied to the output of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm, MCR is able to correctly recover all three spectral components (see supplementary material for more detail). In contrast, MCR only correctly recovers two spectral components for UBS-DM. The third spectral component for UBS-DM only partially models the actual spectrum and several cosmic ray spikes are clearly visible (Figure 4b) .
The most significant factor limiting the applicability of the UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS algorithms is that they require large numbers of spectra all containing contributions Table 1 . Similarity between the actual spectra and the spectra obtained from MCR chemometric analysis of the simulated image contaminated with Gaussian cosmic ray spikes after despiking with UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS. The similarity is calculated as the correlation between each actual spectrum and the corresponding recovered spectrum. Both algorithms successfully recover the first two spectra, but only UBS-DM-HS recovers the final spectrum (see Figure 4b ). from the same spectral components. Hyperspectral imaging routinely deals with thousands of such spectra, the number of spectra recommended by UBS-DM. 13 However, these algorithms could be more broadly applied if the required number of spectra could be reduced, including possibly performing real-time despiking for large data sets. Therefore, we investigated how the performance of these two algorithms depended upon the number of spectra analyzed. As shown in Figure 5 , the performance of the UBS-DM-HS algorithm is relatively stable as long as more than 128 spectra are analyzed simultaneously. The UBS-DM algorithm shows a similar dependence when processing single-point cosmic ray spikes. On the other hand, the performance of the UBS-DM algorithm varies continuously with size when attempting to remove multi-point Gaussian spikes. Note, however, these simulations were designed such that every recorded spectrum contained contributions from the various spectral components. Therefore, the recommended minimum number of spectra would have to be increased accordingly if some of the spectra were largely background, for instance measuring positions outside a cell in live cell imaging. The number of spectra required also depends upon the degree of cosmic ray spike contamination in the data where simulations were designed to test worst-case scenario performance. Figure 6 provides a qualitative comparison of the performance of UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS, using an experimental hyperspectral Raman image of a live cell. The spikes observed in Figure 6a were not artificially added but are the naturally occurring cosmic ray spike contamination, thus reflecting the natural distribution of spike shape and size. Both algorithms substantially reduce the cosmic ray spikes but visible spikes remain for UBS-DM that are largely eliminated by UBS-DM-HS. Despiking with the UBS-DM-HS algorithm was also evaluated on hyperspectral fluorescence images (not shown), where it also exhibited excellent performance.
Conclusion
We present a new despiking algorithm, the UBS-DM-HS algorithm, specifically for preparing/preprocessing hyperspectral image data for subsequent chemometric analysis, such as multivariate curve resolution. The performance of To determine the dependence of the algorithm upon the number of spectra analyzed, the same simulated spectra were analyzed by the UBS-DM and UBS-DM-HS algorithms while varying the batch size. Both the simulation including point spikes and the simulation including Gaussian spikes were evaluated. After each algorithm was run, the correlation coefficient was calculated between each resulting spectrum and the corresponding spectrum with no cosmic ray spikes. The average correlation is simply the average value for all 4096 spectra in a simulation. For the singlepoint cosmic ray spike simulation, the performance of both algorithms began to degrade when processing fewer than $128 spectra at a time. A similar degradation in performance when processing fewer than $128 spectra was observed for the UBS-DM-HS algorithm applied to the multi-point Gaussian cosmic ray spike simulation. In contrast, the UBS-DM algorithm's performance varied continuously for the Gaussian simulation.
UBS-DM-HS algorithm was assessed and compared to several popular despiking algorithms using both realistically simulated hyperspectral image data and real live cell Raman image data. The results conclude the UBS-DM-HS algorithm is well-suited for hyperspectral image data and represents an improvement over the UBS-DM algorithm from which it was derived and other algorithms tested. It is able to detect and remove broader cosmic ray spikes, while retaining the benefit of not requiring knowledge of the pure spectral components a priori. Importantly, the UBS-DM-HS method is able to be applied to hyperspectral data with hundreds rather than thousands of spectra, which has direct applicability to new problems requiring real-time multivariate analysis of hyperspectral image data, where a data set may consist of a small portion of the anticipated image data.
